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SUMMARY 

A brief reminder on the French Stimulus Package :

- impact on public finances

- a special budget divided in three parts

- governance and management

Lessons from the implementation of the French 

Stimulus Package :

- project selection 

- ability to spend and deliver quickly

- performance management



A brief reminder on the French recovery plan
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Impact of the French stimulus package on the public finances

■ At the European Union level: common rules adopted by the Member States

– major injection of purchasing power into the economy, to boost demand and 
stimulate confidence (1.5% of GDP)

– a co-ordinated budgetary stimulus package which should be timely, targeted and 
temporary

■ Impact of the French stimulus package on the public finances: 

–26 billion euros announced in December 2008 by the President

 Tax measures benefiting mainly to businesses : 10,5 billion euros

 State expenditure: 9,0 billion euros

 State grants to promote investment by local authorities: 2,5 billion 
euros

 Investments of the public sector: 4 billion euros

– Measures of social equity and support to the car manufacturers
added in March 2009, for a total of 9,9 billion euros,  mainly loans to the 
automotive sector (6,5 billion euros), a middle income household tax relief, and 
additional state expenditures.
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A special budget divided into three parts

■ Credits of the stimulus package have not been voted on the « classical » 

budget but on a special budget (policy area « Recovery ») :

– to permit a good follow-up of the use of the credits and the respect of specification 

(additional projet begining in 2009),

– to isolate the recovery budget from classical budget and its impact on the three-

year budget (2009-2011) voted last year.

■ Credits voted in February (4th) and April (20th) totalize 13.3 billion euros in 

commitments.

■ Credits are divided into three parts :

– Investment (infrastructure, defense…) : 4.1 billion euros

– Employment and support to the economic activity : 6.6 billion euros (including 3 

billion euros to set up a state investment fund in partnership with the Caisse des 

Dépôts et Consignations)

– Housing and solidarity : 2.6 billion euros
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Governance and management of the stimulus package

■ A minister specially appointed for implementation of the stimulus package :

Patrick Devedjian

■ Links between the recovery plan minister, other ministers and agencies in 

charge of the operations are formalised by conventions.

■ These conventions define objectives and rules for the use of the credits.

■ Follow-up Committees are regularly organised (on a monthly basis) between 

stimulus package minister’s advisors and other ministers’ staff, in order to 

monitor the evolution of the projects and the use of the credits.



Lessons from the implementation of

the French stimulus package
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Project selection

■ No criterion of performance applied beforehand.

■ Main criterion : ability to spend quickly and have an impact on the economic 

recovery, which led the ministries to propose projects which had already been 

submitted to a feasibility analysis, but which were not deemed a first-rate 

priority in a constrained spending context, before the crisis. 

■ Henceforth, the make-up of the recovery plan was to a large extent an 

opportunity for line ministries to get the go-ahead on projects which should 

have been realized much later.

■ Medium-term impact on potential growth was not an important factor in project 

selection : defense spending and unemployment relief (job schemes in 

association, partial unemployment) received a large share of funds, even 

though their impact on potentiel growth is negligible at best.
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Ability to spend and deliver quickly

■ A bias towards big projects in big line ministries (defense, road and rail 

infrastructure) on the one hand, on social grants on the other hand.

■ Small projects (public buildings, heritage preservation) also got a share of the 

financing but proved more complex and difficult to implement.

■ 75% of the French stimulus package actually spent in 2009

■ Role of the ministry responsible for the stimulus package useful to ensure that 

the line ministries spend quickly and complete the projects

■ Important role of regional state representatives (préfets) to monitor the 

projects at the local level
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Performance management

■ Performance management was directed towards a quick delivery of the 

projects

■ Main indicators :

– % of commitments / payments spent before June 30, Sept 30, Dec 31

– number of jobs created or preserved

■ Communication played a big role :

– towards public opinion (« Recovery ») Website

– towards Parliament (special reports on the implementation of the stimulus package 

submitted to the Parliament every three months + « appointed MPs » 

(parlementaires en mission) in charge of monitoring the implementation of the 

stimulus package in their home regions and reporting possible problems to the 

minister in charge of the stimulus package
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Conclusions

■ The stimulus package broadly achieved its goals in terms of quick 

consumption of credits and henceforth expected impact on the economy.

■ Only a few reallocations of appropriations between ministries, but more inside 

a given ministry.

■ Difficult to keep a local and regional balance in the repartition of stimulus 

spending.

■ Difficult to « shut off » completely stimulus spending : some measures (job 

preservation schemes, « cash-for-clunkers », investment grants to local 

authorities) will be extended and phased out in 2010 only, even though it was 

not the original idea of the Government.
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The recovery plan web site 

WWW.relance.gouv.fr


